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ABSTRACT

Methods and systems are described for predicting the likely
causes of service outages using only time information, and for
predicting and the likely costs of service outages. The likely
causes are found by defining a narrow likely cause window
around an outage based on service quality and/or service
usage data, and correlating service events to the likely cause
window in the time domain to find a probability distribution
for the events. The likely costs are found by measuring usage
loss and duration for a given point during an outage and using
cost component functions of the time and usage to extrapolate
over the outage. These cause and cost predictions Supply
service administrators with tools for making more informed
decisions about allocation of resources in preventing and
correcting service outages.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PREDICTING
CAUSES OF NETWORKSERVICE OUTAGES
USING TIME DOMAIN CORRELATION
CLAIM OF PRIORITY

0001. This application is a divisional application of U.S.
Ser. No. 09/724,025, entitled “METHOD AND SYSTEM
FOR PREDICTING CAUSES OF NETWORK SERVICE

OUTAGES USING TIME DOMAIN CORRELATION,

filed Nov. 28, 2000, which hereby are incorporated by refer
ence in its entirety.
RELATED APPLICATIONS

0002 This application is related to application Ser. No.
09/476,846 titled METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR EVENT

IMPACT ANALYSIS, attorney docket no. 3882/2, filed Jan.
3, 2000, which application is hereby incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.
COPYRIGHT NOTICE

0003) A portion of the disclosure of this patent document
contains material which is subject to copyright protection.
The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile repro
duction by anyone of the patent document or the patent dis
closure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office
patent files or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright
rights whatsoever.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0004. The invention disclosed herein relates to the field of
fault event correlation and assessment in computerized ser
vices such as telecommunications networks or application
programs. More particularly, the invention relates to meth
ods, systems, and software for determining likely causes of
service outages and assessing the costs of the service outages.
The invention described herein is useful in correcting service
outages, preventing future occurrences of similar service out
ages, and determining the appropriate level of resources
which should be allocated to correct and prevent such out
ageS.

0005 Maintaining the proper operation of various types of
computerized services is usually an important but difficult
task. Service administrators are often called upon to react to a
service failure by identifying the problem which caused the
failure and then taking steps to correct the problem. To avoid
wasting resources investigating the wrong problems, admin
istrators must make accurate assessments as to the causes of
failures. Because Substantial time and resources are often

required, administrators must also make accurate decisions as
to when to allocate resources to the tasks of identifying prob
lems and fixing them.
0006. A number of tools are available to assist administra
tors in completing these tasks. One example is the NET
COOLR suite of applications available from Micromuse Inc.,
assignee of the present application, which allows network
administrators to monitor activity on networks such as wired
and wireless voice communication networks, intranets, wide

areas networks, or the Internet. The NETCOOL suite logs and
collects network events, including network occurrences Such
as alerts, alarms, or other faults, and then reports them to
network administrators in graphical and text based formats.
Administrators are thus able to observe network events on a

real-time basis and respond to them more quickly. The NET

COOL Suite also includes network service monitors of vari

ous types which measure performance of a network so that,
among other things, network resources can be shifted as
needed to cover outages.
0007 Even knowing that events are occurring in real time,
however, administrators must still make judgments as to
which events are responsible for causing service failures or
outages and which service outages are worth the expenditure
of resources to fix. Although experienced administrators can
usually make reasonably accurate judgments, it is desirable to
provide additional application tools which improve the
chances that these judgments are accurate.
0008. A number of existing systems attempt to correlate
events with service failures. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,872,
911 to Berg describes a system that monitors a telecommu
nications network for faults and assesses fault data to deter

mine the likely cause of the fault. The system accomplishes
this by filtering and reducing the full set of fault databased on
a correlation of various faults or alarms. The correlation is

performed using a rules-based engine or knowledge base
which determines or defines relationships among types of
faults. The system then uses the filtered and reduced fault data
to determine actual service impact on the network by deter
mining whether a network outage occurred as a result of the
fault. The system further determines which customers or
equipment are affected by the network outage using conven
tional mechanisms which track network traffic.

0009. As another example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,748,098 to
Grace describes a system which uses stored historical data
concerning alarms and when they occur to determine the
probability of a relationship between events occurring within
a window of time. The window of time is either fixed or
determined with reference to the nature of the network or the

stored historical data. Additional patents, including U.S. Pat.
No. 5,646,864 to Whitney, U.S. Pat. No. 5,661,668 to Yemini,
and U.S. Pat. No. 6,049,792 to Hart, describe still further

schemes for attempting to correlate and relate network faults
or alarms using expert Systems, logic models, or complex
causality matrices.
0010. These patents, which are hereby incorporated by
reference herein, describe systems which monitor and
attempt to correlate faults in a network. However, among
other things, these systems fail to take full advantage of
available performance or usage data in correlating events.
That is, the inventors have found that a more careful analysis
of the level of usage of a service improves the correlation of
events to service outages. There is therefore a need for meth
ods and systems for accounting for service usage information
among other data to improve correlation between events and
service failures.

0011 Furthermore, there is a need for improved methods
and systems for helping administrators make decisions about
how to prioritize outages and allocate resources in the correc
tion or prevention of service failures. Commonly assigned
application Ser. No. 09/476,846 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,872,911,
discussed above, describe different systems for determining
the impact of a service failure on customers or users. How
ever, these systems do not quantify the impact in a way to
provide the administrator with the ability to compare the
effects of outages in different, unrelated services in order to
prioritize the allocation of resources, or to perform a strict
cost/benefit analysis for the allocation of the resources.
Improved methods and systems are thus needed to quantify
the cost of a service outage in Such a way as to allow the cost
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to be compared to costs of other service outages in services or
systems which may differ in type or use.

determine a binary classification of the service as either good
orbad. Alternatively, the service quality monitor may identify

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

tor selects which combination of the states represents a work
ing state versus a non-working state. The service usage
amount is measured by a usage meter, which may be part of
the service monitor or another component, and which tracks
the level of traffic, performance or usage of the service on a
Substantially continuous basis.
0023. Since in these embodiments the service quality is
monitored by polling, a finding of bad service at Some point
indicates that an outage occurred at Some prior point in time
after the last monitored level of good. In some embodiments,
the service change time window is determined by first defin
ing a service failure time window bounded by Successive
readings of good and bad service levels, and then narrowing
the service failure time window based upon the service usage
amount measured during that service failure time window.
This combination provides a more accurate time window
encompassing the outage and which more likely encom
passes or correlates to the event causing the outage.
0024. The probability that the detected event caused the
service change may be computed in a number of ways. In
Some embodiments, one or more weighting functions are
used to compute a probability distribution covering events
occurring during the service change time window and within
a given time period prior to the window. Although the prob
ability distribution could include events occurring a relatively
long time prior to the outage, the likelihood that these older
events are responsible for the outage exponentially decreases
with distance from the time window and at Some point are too
negligible to be considered. The weighting functions may be
combined to produce a combined weighting function. Exem
plary weighting functions used in various embodiments of the

0012. It is an object of the present invention to solve the
problems described above with existing network analysis
systems.

0013. It is another object of the present invention to
improve correlation between events and outages in comput
erized services.

0014. It is another object of the present invention to
improve the correlation without requiring Substantive knowl
edge of the nature of the event and its effect on the service.
0015. It is another object of the present invention to help
service administrators make better decisions about how to

apply resources to correct service failures.
0016. It is another object of the present invention to quan
tify the overall cost of a service outage.
0017. It is another object of the present invention to quan
tify the cost in a way which allows outages in different types
of services or systems to be easily compared with one another.
0018. It is another object of the present invention predict
the cost of an outage during the outage.
0019. Some of the above and other objects are achieved by
a method for analyzing a potential cause of a service change,
Such as a service outage or service recovery. The method
involves monitoring service quality of the service and usage
amount of the service, and determining a service change time
window based at least in part upon a change in service quality
between a first working state and a second, non-working State
as well as upon a change in service usage amount. The service
change time window encompasses at least part of a service
outage. Such as the onset or completion of the outage. As used
herein, a service outage or failure is intended to include not
only total failures and complete losses of service but also
reductions in level of a service to a level considered to be

unacceptable or requiring corrective action. The method fur
ther involves detecting an event and a time in which the event
occurred, and computing a probability that the detected event
caused the service change based at least in part on a relation
between the event time and the service change time window.
0020. The present invention provides a significant
improvement over prior attempts to correlate faults or alarms
in a number of ways. For example, in certain aspects of the
present invention, three items of information are taken—
service quality, service usage, and events—and they are cor
related in the time domain, based only on their times. In
addition, using both the service quality and service usage data
to define a service change time window which is likely to
contain or near the cause of a service outage the correlation
between the detected event and the service outage.
0021. The method is applicable to various types of com
puterized services, including: telecommunication networks
Such as Voice or data telephony Systems, wired or wireless
telephony, email, or instant messaging; computer networks

a number of discrete states of the service, and the administra

invention include:

0.025 a time weighting function for each detected event
which decreases exponentially with the distance
between the detected event occurrence time or times and

the service outage time window;
0026 a false occurrence weighting function for each
event which decreases the probability of the event as the
cause of the service outage for instances in which an
event of the same type occurred outside the service
change time window;
0027 a positive occurrence weighting function for each
detected event which increases the probability of the
detected event as the cause of the service change based
on instances stored in a historical database in which a

detected event of the same type occurred within a prior
service change time window; and
0028 a historical weighting function for each detected
event which increases the probability of the detected
event as the cause of the service outage based on
instances in the historical database in which a detected

Such as intranets, extranets, local or wide area networks, or

event of the same type was identified as having caused a
prior service change, perhaps by a user or some auto

the Internet; and application programs such as web server
Software, operating systems, financial system software, etc.
The method may be implemented in a computer program
which is stored on a computer readable medium such as a
magnetic or optical disk and is executed to cause the com
puter to perform the method.
0022. In some embodiments, the service quality is moni
tored by a service monitor which regularly polls the service to

0029. Some of the above and other objects are achieved by
method for analyzing potential causes of a service change.
The method involves determining a service change time win
dow encompassing a change of service between a first work
ing state and a service outage, the service change being deter
mined at least in part based on measured service usage levels.
For example, a service change may be detected by detecting

mated mechanism.
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a step change in service usage, without the need to resort to
separate service quality data. A set of events occurring within
a given time prior to and during the service change time
window are detected, each occurrence of an event being asso
ciated with a time at which the event occurred. A probability
distribution is computed for the set of events, which probabil
ity distribution determines for each event in the set the prob
ability that the detected event caused the service change, the
probability distribution being based at least in part on rela
tions between the time of each event occurrence and the

service change time window.
0030 Some of the above and other objects of the invention
are achieved by a network monitoring system having a service
monitor for monitoring quality of service on the network, a
usage meter for monitoring usage of the network, an event
detector for detecting network events and times at which the
network events occur, and a probable cause engine, coupled
to receive data from the service monitor, usage meter, and
event detector. The probable cause engine sets a service out
age time window based upon data received from the service
monitor and usage meter, the service outage time window
encompassing an occurrence of a service outage in the net
work. The probable cause engine further determines which of
the network events detected by the event detector is the most
likely cause of the service outage based at least in part on the
relation between the detected network event times and the

service outage time window.
0031. Some of the above and other objects of the invention
are achieved by a method for quantifying the effect of a
service outage over a first period of time. The method
involves monitoring or measuring levels of service usage over
time, defining a cost of outage time window. The cost of
outage time window includes the first time period and a
second time period following the first time period. The
method further involves computing a cost of the outage as the
difference between the measured service usage during the
cost of outage time window and service usage measured in a
comparison window. The comparison window is Substan
tially equal in time to the time of the cost of outage window
and reflects a similar period of service activity as the cost of
outage window, but has no service outage.
0032. In some embodiments, the second period of time is
the time in which the service usage returns or recovers from
the outage to within a given percentage of a normal service
usage level. This recovery should last for more than a mere
instant to reflect a return to a state of relative equilibrium, as
the service usage is likely to fluctuate following the restora
tion of service. For example, in an email system, a large
number of messages may accumulate in the queue while the
email system is down, and a this larger number of messages
may be conveyed in a short period of time once the system is
returned, resulting in very high Volumes. In some embodi
ments, the second period of time is bounded by a maximum
time, e.g., a multiple of the time of the outage.
0033. In some embodiments, the cost of outage is com
puted in units of service usage. What constitutes a unit of
usage depends upon the nature of the service. For example, if
the service is a communication service conveying messages,
Such as telephony or email, the unit of usage is one or more
messages. If the service is a network server providing data
items such as web pages in response to requests such as from
clients, the unit of usage may be a received request or data
item provided by a server.

0034 Units of usage may be normalized across different
services by converting them to a value Such as a monetary
value, number of users, time value, or other value represent
ing a loss resulting from not receiving the unit of usage. This
may be accomplished by multiplying the units of usage by an
assigned value of usage per unit. The normalized value of the
service outage cost may then be used by administrators or an
automated decision making program to compare costs of
difference services and prioritize the allocation of resources
across the services to prevent or repair service outages.
0035. In some embodiments, the service usage is continu
ously monitored, including after the end of cost of outage
window, and is used to measure the long term effects of the
service outage. This is accomplished by computing the dif
ference between the service usage following the cost of out
age time window and a normal service usage level. If the
service usage is substantially below or above the normal level
following the outage, this is an indication that the outage is of
the type that causes loss of use of the service, including loss of
USCS.

0036 Some of the above and other objects of the invention
are achieved by a method for predicting a cost of an outage of
a service such as during the outage itself. The method
involves measuring the time duration for and service usage
during the outage, and comparing the measured usage
amounts to normal usage amounts measured under similar
service conditions for a similar period of time where no
service outage occurs, to thereby determine a usage loss
amount. This usage loss amount is used to compute a pre
dicted cost of the outage based at least upon a cost compo
nent, the cost component comprising a function of the mea
Sured time of the outage and measured usage loss amount.
The predicted cost of service outage may be compared to a
second predicted cost of outage value for a different service so
that outages in the two services may be prioritized based on
the compared costs.
0037. In some embodiments, the cost components include
a service demand cost component representing an affect on
service usage based upon the duration of an outage, a cus
tomer retention cost component representing a number or
percentage of customers lost due to the outage, an agreement
penalty component representing penalties arising under one
or more service agreements due to a service outage, and a trust
loss component representing empirically collected assess
ments of cost due to loss of trust in the service. The service

demand cost component may be computed by multiplying the
measured usage loss by a usage loss curve which is a function
of time duration of an outage and represents a predicted
percentage usage due to an outage based on time duration of
the outage. The usage loss curve may be generated using
historical data derived from prior service outages.
0038. The methods and systems of the present invention
thus provide a service administrator with the ability to more
accurately assess what events are likely to have caused a
service outage, without the need to know very much about the
nature of the events, and to make a more well informed

prioritization of service outages and allocation of resources in
correcting or preventing the events and corresponding out
ageS.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0039. The invention is illustrated in the figures of the
accompanying drawings which are meant to be exemplary
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and not limiting, in which like references are intended to refer
to like or corresponding parts, and in which:
0040 FIG. 1 is a data flow diagram showing a time-based
event correlation methodology in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention;
0041 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a service with
service level and usage monitors in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention;
0042 FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a network event
correlation system in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention;
0043 FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing a process of correlat
ing events with a service outage in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention;
0044 FIG. 5 is a graphical representation of an exemplary
set of service quality data;
0045 FIG. 6 is a graphical representation of an exemplary
set of service usage data;
0046 FIGS. 7-9 are graphical representations of tech
niques for defining a likely cause window using service level
or service usage data in accordance with embodiments of the
present invention;
0047 FIG. 10 is a graphical representation of an exem
plary time weighting function in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention;
0048 FIG. 11 is a graphical representation of exemplary
outages and events;
0049 FIG. 12 is a table showing a probability distribution
for the events shown in FIG. 11 to have caused one of the

outages shown in FIG. 11;
0050 FIG. 13 is a graphical representation of a technique
for defining a likely cause window for a service recovery
using service level or service usage data in accordance with
one embodiment of the present invention:
0051 FIG. 14 is a flow chart showing a process of predict
ing the cost of an outage in accordance with one embodiment
of the present invention;
0052 FIGS. 15A-15B contain a flow chart showing a pro
cess of quantifying the cost of a completed outage in accor
dance with one embodiment of the present invention;
0053 FIGS. 16-19 are graphical representations of tech
niques for quantifying outage costs in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention;
0054 FIGS. 20-22 are graphical representations of exem
plary cost of outage analyses performed in accordance with
embodiments of the present invention:
0055 FIGS. 23-34 are graphical representations of tech
niques for predicting the cost of an outage during the outage
in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
0056 FIG. 25 is an exemplary usage loss curve as a func
tion of time for use in predicting the cost of an outage in
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;
and

0057 FIGS. 26-28 are graphical representations of exem
plary usage loss Scenarios for use in generating a usage loss
curve in accordance with one embodiments of the present
invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

0058 Embodiments of the present invention are now
described with reference to the drawings in the Figures.
0059. One goal of these embodiments is to discover the
likely cause of a service outage or service recovery by iden

tifying which event or events occurring in the service are most
likely to have caused the outage or recovery. For the sake of
simplicity, the following description will focus on predicting
costs of service outages, but the techniques and system
described herein can be applied to service recovery, as
explained further below.
0060 Referring to FIG. 1, three sources of data are used to
achieve this goal-service level or quality data 10, service
usage data 12, and events and timestamps associated with the
events 14. A probable cause engine 16 receives these three
Sources of data and processes them using various heuristics as
described herein to build a probability distribution 18 over the
events in the system, based on which events are most likely to
have caused the outage. In some embodiments, the probable
cause engine uses the service level data 10 and service usage
data 12 to define a time window, sometimes referred to herein

as a Likely Cause Window (LCW), which has a high prob
ability of containing the event which caused the outage. The
events 14 are then related to the outage based upon a time
domain correlation. By virtue of the probability distribution,
the probable cause engine 16 orders the events and assigns a
discrete probability to each event, so that a service adminis
trator may more accurately assess which event caused the
Outage.

0061 Event data 14 consists of a timestamp and identifier
for each event. In some embodiments, the probabilistic analy
sis performed by the probable cause engine 16 relies only on
the time and type of an event, and does not involve or require
any further knowledge of what a particular event consists of
or the nature of the event. For purposes of the description
below, an event is often distinguished from an event type. An
event generally refers to a single alarm, alert, or fault gener
ated in or detected by the system monitoring the service. The
same happening in the service may generate multiple events.
An event type, on the other hand, generally refers to the
network happening that generated the events. Events 14 hav
ing the same identifier all come under the umbrella of a single
event type.

0062. In addition, a specific terminology is used herein in
which a set, E, is a set of events. Members of this set are

referenced with double subscript notation. Several events
may, for example, have the same identifier and hence all
represent alarms generated by a single event type. An event
type is referred to by a single subscript. Different events of a
particular type are distinguished with the second Subscript.
For example, events e and e would refer to two events of
type e. These events have the same identifier but different
timestamps. Evente represents the first chronological event
of type e in the set E. event e represents the second chro
nological event of type e, evente represents the first chro
nological event of type e in the set E, and so on.
0063. The service level or quality data and service usage
data are collected through any conventional devices depend
ing upon the particular service. For example, referring to FIG.
2, in one embodiment of the invention, a service accessed by
a number of end users 22 is monitored by service level moni
tors 24 as well as usage meter(s) 26. As shown, the usage
meter or meters measure the total amount in which the service

is used. This measurement will depend upon the nature of the
service. For example, in a telecommunication service, the
usage meter 26 measures the number of messages being con
veyed by the service in an hour or other time period. Such a
telecommunication service may include a wireless telephony
system using the Smart message service protocol, in which the
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usage meter measures the number of messages conveyed over
the system. Similarly, in a computer network, the amount of
traffic may be measured over a given period. For a service
consisting of an application Software program, the usage may
be measured in any appropriate manner, Such as time spent,
number of memory calls over time, number of documents
accessed over time, etc.
0064. The service level monitors 24 monitor the status of

the service on a polled basis. That is, they poll the service on
a regular basis to determine whether the service is working. In
Some embodiments, this inquiry is binary in nature, resulting
in a status of either working or non-working, sometimes
referred to herein as a status of good or bad service. Alterna
tively, the service level monitors 24 may detect several types
of service status, and an outage would be defined as desired as
a transition from one status in which the service is considered

to be working properly to a second status in which it is not
providing an acceptable level of service. Multiple discrete
service monitors 24 may be used to monitor the quality of
service from different locations. For example, for a network
accessible from several remotely located sites, each site
would have a service monitor 24 to monitor the quality of
service being received at that site, while the traffic on the
entire network would be measured by usage meters 26.
0065. As explained further below, the service quality and
service usage data are singly or jointly used to detect when an
outage has occurred in the service. As used herein, an outage
of a service is generally a period or window of time during
which positive affirmation of the service being good or
acceptable cannot be obtained. When an outage is detected by
a service monitor 24, for example, an outage time window
contains one or more bad polls and is bounded at each end by
two good polls. This guarantees that the outage window
encompasses the entire outage incident.
0066. One embodiment of the present invention imple
mented in a computerized network environment is shown in
FIG.3. In this embodiment various activity on a network 30 is
monitored by a network monitoring system 32, Such as the
NETCOOL suite available from Micromuse Inc., as

described above. Other commercially available network
monitoring systems 32 may be used, as would be understood
by one skilled in the art. The network monitoring system 32
works in conjunction with one or more service quality moni

Cisco Net Flow, a usage meter 26B at a PIX firewall, and
others as known to those skilled in the art.

0068. Furthermore, network Sniffing usage meters 26C,
Sometimes referred to as Snooping agents, capture and listen
to packets on the network received at a network interface.
Examples of conventional network Sniffing usage meters
include Snoop, Etherreal, and Etherfind. Etherfind, for
example, examines packets traversing a network interface
and outputs a text file describing the traffic. In the file, the text
describing a single packet contains values such as protocol
type, length, source, and destination. Further packet filtering
can be done on the basis of protocol, e.g., IP, ARP RARP,
ICMP, UDP, TCP, and filtering can also be done based on the
source, destination addresses as well as TCP and UDP port
numbers.

0069. Events are detected by the network monitoring sys
tem 32 through probes or similar conventional mechanisms
and are stored in an event object server 40. The object server
is an object-oriented data repository where information on
events is stored, viewed and managed. Events are stored as
objects on the server 40 which can be more easily manipu
lated for processing. Agateway 42 allows a mediator program
suite 44 to share the event data stored in the object server 40.
The mediator program Suite 44 includes the probable cause
engine 16 as well as a cost of outage engine 46 for quantifying
the effect of an outage, as described in greater detail below.
An administrator desktop and user interface 48 allows a net
work administrator to interact with the mediator 44 and

execute the probable cause engine 16 and cost of outage
engine 46.
0070 The operation of one embodiment of the probable
cause engine 16 is now described with reference to the flow
chart in FIG. 4 and the graphical diagrams in FIG. 5-13.
Referring to FIG. 4, the probable cause engine receives ser
Vice quality data from service quality monitors and service
usage data from the service usage meters, step 60. This
received data is used to detect the occurrence of an outage,
step 62. When an outage is detected, the probable cause
engine defines a time window, sometimes referred to hereinas
the likely cause window or LCW, using the service quality
data, service usage data, or preferably both, step 64. The
probable cause engine then retrieves event data from the event
object server for events which occurred during the defined
likely cause window and for a period prior to the LCW, step

tors 24, such as Internet Service Monitors, a set of active

66. The events retrieved are each assumed to have a non-zero

monitors which work with the NETCOOL suite to provide
availability information on Internet service elements includ
ing DNS, HTTP LDAP, POP3, RADIUS, SMTP, and TCP
Port Monitoring, or NT Service Monitors, which work with
the network monitoring system 32 to collect management
events from a network operations center regarding Windows

probability of having caused the outage, and it is further
assumed that at least one of the retrieved events caused the

outage. The engine then computes a probability distribution
for the events which maps the probabilities that each event
caused the detected outage, step 68. These probabilities are
then associated with the events and output to the administra

NT environments.

tor in a suitable form.

0067 Further, a set of service usage meters 26A, 26B, and
26C work with the network monitoring system32 to track the
amount of activity seen at different locations on the network
30. In particular, in some embodiments service specific usage
meters 26A track activity on different services 34 available
within the network, including, for example, a cache server, an
email server, Radius, HTTP/HTML, LDAP and other appli

0071 Particular implementations of steps in this method
ology are now described with reference to the graphs shown
in FIGS. 5-12. FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate sample data sets for
service quality and service usage, respectively. As shown in
FIG. 5, service quality data consists of a series of points 80
regularly spaced at points in time. As shown, the service
quality is monitored at one of two levels or states—good and
bad—although a number of quality states might be detected.
The classification of a quality state as good or bad is defined
in the service monitor configuration by its discrete measure
ment classification. For purposes of simplicity in this appli

cations and services available to end users over the network

30. Other, networkedge usage meters 26B measure activity in
and out of the network, including, for example, a usage meter
26B detecting activity at a firewall monitoring application
which collects security information, a usage meter 26B at

cation, it is understood that a transition from one of Such
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states to another of Such states is considered to represent a
failure or outage in the service, with the definition of what loss
of service constitutes an outage being a design consideration.
0072 FIG. 6 shows service usage data consisting of a
greater number of points measured on a significantly more
continuous basis. The service usage data points may be mea
Sured on an entirely continuous basis, e.g., every email mes
sage conveyed or every HTTP request is counted, or sufficient
samplings of usage may be taken to accurately represent the
actual usage of the service.
0073. As explained above, the service quality and service
usage data are used to detect outages and define the likely
cause window. For purposes of this discussion, time windows
are understood to generally cover continuous Subsets of the
time line. In the notation used below, Square brackets denote
inclusion of endpoints in the subset, while round brackets
mean the end point is not included. For example, given two
times a and b, a window (a,b] denotes a time window starting
but not including time a and ending at and including time b. In
addition, for an event e, and a window, W, the notation eeW

indicates that the timestamp associated with event e falls
within the window W.

0074 FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate two ways in which outages
are detected and the likely cause window is defined. One
method of detecting an outage is through the service quality
data received from a service monitor. As illustrated in FIG. 7,

when a poll of the service monitor registers as bad for the first
time following one or more pollings of good quality, the
probable cause engine interprets that the service went bad at
Some stage between the current bad poll and the previous
good poll. The time window between these two polls is
defined as the service failure window or SFW. In the diagram
in FIG. 7, the SFW is the set (b,c). The time period between
two readings of good in the service quality data in which one
or more bad quality readings are monitored is defined as the
outage window. In FIG. 7, the outage window is the set (b.e).
As described in greater detail below, the outage window is
used among other things by the cost of outage engine to
predict the cost of the outage and to quantify the cost of the
outage in terms which may be compared to other service
outages for purposes of prioritizing the application of
resources in response to the outages.
0075. In the absence of further information, the probable
cause engine defines the LCW as the SFW plus a small, preset
time tolerance consisting of the windows a,b and c.d. The
LCW thus represents a.d. in the diagram in FIG. 7. Alterna
tively, the time tolerances are set to Zero, in which case the
LCW=the SFW.

0076 Alternatively, the probable cause engine detects an
outage using only the service usage data, without necessarily
resorting to the service quality data. In this embodiment,
illustrated in FIG. 8, the engine detects a usage step change
and verifies based on the step change whether the service has
gone bad. To detect a usage step change, the probable cause
engine detects a changepoint in a univariate time series, the
time series consisting of the discrete measurements of units of
usage. If a change in the service quality has already been
detected by a service monitor, the SFW is defined as
explained above as the period during which the service outage
started. The usage step change is found in this window using
an offline changepoint detection algorithm. Some such algo
rithms are described in Booth, N. B. and Smith A. F. M. A

Bayesian approach to Retrospective Identification of Change
Points, J. Econ. 19, (1982), which article is hereby incorpo

rated herein by reference. If service quality data is not avail
able, the probable cause engine analyzes the service usage
data itself to detect an outage. This analysis employs an online
changepoint detection algorithm. Some online changepoint
detection algorithms are described in Basseville, Mand Niki
forov, I. V. Detection of abrupt Changes, Theory and Appli
cations, Prentice Hall, Englewood, N.J. (1993), which article
is also incorporated by reference herein.
0077. As with an outage detection based on service quality
change alone, the LCW may be defined by the probable cause
engine as the time window from briefly before the usage step
change up to and including the step change. However the
outage is detected, clearly getting a tight bound on when the
actual outage occurred is important to determining which
event caused the outage. The smaller the LCW, the more
likely it is that the probable cause engine will be able to
pinpoint the event which caused the outage. Preferably, the
LCW should be the smallest time window that can reasonably
be specified in which the data indicates the outage occurred.
0078. In some embodiments, then, the probable cause
engine uses the usage step change to provide a tighter bound
on a SFW previously established using service quality data.
As above, a service monitor detects that the service quality
has gone bad. With the addition of usage data, however, the
probable cause engine puts a much tighter bound on the SFW
to produce a narrower LCW. This is illustrated in FIG. 8, in
which the service quality data of FIG. 7 is shown in conjunc
tion with usage data. It will be recognized by one skilled in the
art that, for purposes of comparing the two types of data and
graphing them together in FIG. 8 and later drawings, either or
both of the service quality data and service usage data have
been normalized. The probable cause engine analyzes the
usage data for the time period within the SFW found through
the service quality data and detects a usage data step change.
The LCW is then defined as the period of the step change plus
time tolerances.

0079. As a result, in some embodiments the definition of
the likely cause window is based on the service quality and
service usage data received regarding a specific service. In
other embodiments, the probable cause engine considers out
ages in other services to achieve a more refined definition of
the service failure window and ultimately the likely cause
window. This is based on a theory that the cause of an outage
under consideration often causes outages in other, related
services. Thus, referring to FIG. 9, the engine identifies
related services as services experiencing an outage whose
service failure window overlaps with the service failure win
dow for the outage under consideration. Alternatively, the
engine can use stored information about the relatedness of
various services, e.g., a knowledge base or expert System. The
engine then Superimposes the service failure window for the
main or principle service with service monitor or usage meter
data received regarding the related services. This results in a
smaller composite service failure window, as shown in FIG.
9, and thus improves the probable cause analysis. If the prob
able cause engine is performing the analysis on a service
which has recovered, as described below, then a similar con

dition can be applied to the corresponding service recovery

window.

0080. Once the probable cause engine identifies a likely
cause window, it retrieves event data defining a set of events
and builds a discrete probability distribution function, P. such
that for any event, e, the probability that this event caused the
service outage is P(e). The probability distribution, P, is based
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on heuristic observations of cause and effect. While many
suitable heuristics will accomplish the task, four heuristics
are described below, one for each criterion included in the
model. In some embodiments, each heuristic can be consid

ered on its own. Alternatively, two or more of these four
heuristics are incorporated by means of mathematical weight
ing functions. A probability is assigned to each event type,
rather to each individual event.

0081. A first heuristic is a time weighting function T(e).
This function reflects the heuristic that events in the outage
window are much more likely to have caused the service
outage than events outside it. Indeed, the probability assigned
to events outside the outage window should decay as we move
further away from the outage window.
0082. A second heuristic is a false occurrence weighting
function FO(e). This function reflects the heuristic that if an
event appears many times in the retrieved set of events E.
while the service was good, this event is less likely to have
caused the outage. The more times an event has occurred
outside of any outage window, the less probability is assigned
to it.

0083. A third heuristic is a positive occurrence weighting
function PO(e). This function reflects the heuristic that the
more previous outage windows an event has appeared in, the
greater the probability that it has caused the current outage.
The use of this heuristic requires the storage of event and
outage data for reuse in later analyses.
0084. A historic or user input weighting function U(e)
reflects information provided by users of the system in the
past, as stored in a database. If a user of the system has, in the
past, associated a previous outage with a particular event, then
this event is assigned a much higher probability. The more
times an event has been associated with previous outages (by
a user), the higher the probability is assigned to it.
0085. An overall weighting function F(e) is defined as

I0089 For the time weighting function, a certain constant
weighting, K, is assigned to events inside the LCW. The
function models an exponential decay in the weighting
assigned to events, decreasing as events occur further away

from
the LCW. Lete, be an event, and let (a,d) define the
LCW on a timeline. Lett be the minimum absolute distance
from the event e, to an endpoint of the LCW. Ife, is in the
LCW, then t=0. T(e) is thus defined as follows:
T(e)=K If a stimestamp(e)sh

T(e)=K*2"(If timestamp (e)<a

I0090. This choice of T(e) assigns a weighting of K/2 to an

event occurring at time a-ILCW, and a weighting of K/4 to
an event occurring at time b-i-ILCW. The time weighting
function for an event of a given type is then defined as the
maximum over all the events of that event type, or

0091. A resulting time weighting function having expo
nential decay is illustrated in FIG. 10.
0092. For the positive occurrence weighting function,
defining posOcc(e) as the number of previous occurrences of
events of this type inside LCWs, the function may be defined
as follows:
PO(e)=1 if posCoc(e)=0

PO(e)=2 if posCoc(e)=1
PO(e)=4 if posCoc(e)22

0093 An alternative definition of this function is:
PO(e)=1 if posCoc(e)=0

follows:

I0086. In building the distribution, the probable cause
engine computes the distribution Such that the Sum of all the
probabilities for each of the different events is 1, i.e., if the set
of events, E. contains nevents, e. . . . . e., then Sum(P(e1), .
. . , P(en))=1. The engine accomplishes this by discounting
each of the individual weights by the sum of all the weights.
Thus an event, e, has probability

Pe) = XE F(e;)
0

0094 For the false occurrence weighting function, defin
ing negOcc(e) as the number of previous occurrences outside
any outage windows, i.e., during periods of good service
uninterrupted by outages, the false occurrence weighting
function can be defined as:

0.095 An alternative definition of this function is:
FO(e) 1 if negocc(e)=0

i=1

FO(e) 1/(negOcc(e)*1.5) if negocc(e)>0

0087 And as required,

0096. For the historic or user input weighting function,
defining userPrevSelected(e) as the number of times events of
this type have previously been selected by a user as having
caused an outage of this service, the function may be defined
aS

U(e)=1 if userPrevSelected(e)=0

0088 Exemplary weighting functions used by the prob
able cause engine are now described. As will be understood
by one skilled in the art, other weighting functions may be
used within the spirit of the present invention to achieve a
probabilistic time domain correlation of events and outages.

U(e)=userPrevSelected(e)*4 if userPrevSelected(e)>0

0097 Thus, using these exemplary weighting functions,
the probability distribution is performed in the time domain,
relying only on the temporal relation of events to the likely
cause window containing the outage. The invention thus
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advantageously avoids the need to take into account of the
nature of an event, but only needs to consider its timestamp
and identifier. As will be recognized by one skilled in the art,
this information and previous user knowledge may be incor
porated to add more Sophisticated weighting to the probabil
ity distribution performed by the probable cause engine. For
example, the engine may account for where on the network an
event occurred or on which type of device.
0098. The understanding of the invention will be enhanced
through an example. The service quality data and event data
for the example is illustrated in the diagram in FIG. 11. The
probable cause engine is concerned with the second of the two
service outages shown in the Figure, and is trying to find the
most probable cause for this second outage. The set of events,
E. contains eight event types (event types e-es) and fourteen
instances of events. The engine retrieves stored data showing
that a user previously nominated event type e as the cause of
a previous outage of this service. Applying the functions
provided above, the probable cause engine determines a prob
ability distribution as shown in the table in FIG. 12, where the
event types are ordered on the probability of having caused
the outage. The table in FIG. 12 also shows how the different
weighting functions have influenced the probability assigned
to each event type.
0099. The probable cause engine can also be used in a
similar manner to that previously described to identify the
resolution of a service and predict its likely cause. To predict
service resolution a service quality change is detected by a
service monitor and/or a usage change showing the service
changing from a non-working state Such as an outage to a
good status. From this, a service recovery window (SRW) is
defined, as illustrated in FIG. 13. A likely recovery window
(LRW) is initially defined as the SRW plus a small preset time
tolerance, or using any of the other techniques for leveraging
service usage data as described above. Then, in a similar
manner as previously described for service failure, the LRW
can be refined based upon current usage data for the service
and sympathetic services which have overlapping LRW’s. A
series of weighting functions can similarly be applied to the
events to assign probabilities as to which event caused the

during a similar comparison window of time without a service
outage. This comparison is used to predict or calculate a loss
in service usage due to this outage. This is then recalculated as
a monetary loss by applying a value to the usage of the
service. This quantifies the motivational factor for fixing a
current outage and the motivational factor for ensuring a
previous outage is not repeated. The cost of outage engine
performs its analysis during a service outage and retrospec
tively for a previous service outage.
0103 Referring to FIG. 14, as explained above the service
quality monitors regularly poll the service for quality level
and the service usage meters continuously measure the activ
ity in a service, step 84. If a service outage is detected, step 86,
based on the service quality or service usage data using tech
niques described above, the costing engine predicts the cost
of the outage based on the current outage window length, for
current outages, and including various extended outage win
dows for completed outages, step 88. The use of window
lengths to predict and compute outage costs is described in
greater detail below. Once a predicted cost is computed, it is
compared to the outage costs determined for other services,
step 90. This comparison may then be used to prioritize out
ages and allocate resources to the service outages, step 92.
0104. As a result, the costing engine both predicts costs of
ongoing outages and computes costs for completed outages
which have at least partially recovered. Because the predic
tion of outages is based in part on historical computations of
outage costs, specific techniques for computing outage costs
for completed outages are described first, followed by spe
cific techniques for predicting costs of an outage during the

service to recover.

server in a minute; for an email server, the number of emails

0100. This service recover analysis is useful, among other
things, within systems which have auto-correction with dis
crete devices or in which changes are being made to devices
independent of the knowledge of the service outage—which
nevertheless are service effecting.
0101. Using these algorithms, the probable cause engine
identifies the most likely cause(s) of a service outage or
service recovery. This helps network administrators identify
these events as ones which should be prevented or more
quickly fixed to minimize the likelihood of future outages, or
to identify events which work towards correcting outages
Sooner to enhance the chances of a quicker service recovery.
However, when outages in different services, or the events
that are likely to cause them, occur at around the same time,
administrators need to prioritize the outages or events to
properly allocate resources. The cost of outage engine in the
mediator assists the administrator in this evaluation.

0102 The cost of outage engine, sometimes referred to
herein as a costing engine, relies on historical service usage
data for a service stored in a database accessible to the media

tor. The cost of outage engine analyzes the usage which takes
place over a window of time which incorporates a service
outage with comparison to the usage which has taken place

Outage.

0105 Turning first to computing outage costs, and refer
ring to FIGS.15A-15B, the service quality monitors regularly
poll the service for quality level and the service usage meters
continuously measure the activity in a service, step 100. For
purposes of this aspect of the invention, the usage meters
preferably measure the usage in units of usage. The unit of
usage varies according to the service being measured, and is
typically measured over a timed interval. For example, a unit
of usage for a web server is the number of hits on the web
sent and received by a company per hour; for a mobile tele
phone service, the number of mobile phone calls made by an
individual per hour.
0106 If a service outage is detected as completed, step
102, using techniques described above for detecting the onset
of an outage and its at least partial recovery, an outage win
dow is defined using the service quality data and/or service
usage data, Step 104. For example, as described above, the
outage window may be defined as the period between two
service quality readings of good service with one or more bad
quality readings in between. The cost of outage engine then
defines an extended window which includes the outage win
dow and a second time window, step 106. This extended
window is referred to herein as a cost of outage window. The
cost of outage window is the time span over which the usage
data is considered for any given outage, with the goal being to
analyze the usage data over a period corresponding to that
which incorporates all the effects of the outage on usage
patterns. The cost of outage window thus extends beyond the
bounds of the outage window to pickup the recovery in usage,
Subsequent to the outage.
0107 The cost of outage window is limited to a time frame
around the outage, and in Some embodiments is initially
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defined in terms of a time span equal to a multiple of outage
windows in duration, starting at the same time as the outage.
In one embodiment, the cost of outage window is set equal to
four times the outage window in length, starting at the same
time the outage window begins and continuing for three out
age windows duration past the end of the outage window. This
is illustrated in FIG. 16.

0108. In accordance with the invention, the cost of outage
window can be reduced from the full window if the time to

recover occurs within this window. Thus, returning to FIG.
15A, the cost of outage engine determines whether the service
recovered during the extended cost of outage window, step
108. The cost of outage engine determines a recovery as the
return to “normal” service usage, with normal service varying
and being service specific. In some embodiments, a recovery
occurs when the units of usage are within 75%-90% of the
same units of usage for the comparison window, explained
further below. In other embodiments, a recovery is considered
to occur when the units of usage remain within a range of plus
or minus 20% of the comparison window's usage value for a
Sustained period equal to 4 the outage window in length, as
illustrated graphically in FIG. 17.
0109 If the service usage does not recover within the cost
of outage window, the cost of outage window is defined as the
full, extended cost of outage window, e.g., four times the
outage window, step 110. If the service usage recovers during
the cost of outage window, the cost of outage window is
shrunk to end at the recovery time, step 112, i.e., the cost of
outage window is set at the outage window plus the time to
recover. This shortening of the cost of outage window to the
time to recover is illustrated in FIG. 18.

0110. Once the cost of outage window is set, the cost of
outage engine defines a comparison window, step 114, as
having a time period equal in length to the cost of outage
window and chosen to reflect a similar period of activity as
would have occurred during the cost of outage window, had
there not been an outage. The definition of the comparison
window typically takes into account the cyclic nature of Ser
Vice access, and is typically the same period of time for the
previous day/week/month or year. In most corporate services
this is the previous week. The cost of outage engine then
retrieves the service usage data collected and stored for the
defined comparison window, step 116.
0111. The measured usage data for the current cost of
outage window is then compared to the retrieved usage data
for the comparison window, step 118. This comparison yields
several important items of information. For example, the cost
of outage engine uses this comparison to compute a percent
age peak usage, as the highest percentage units of usage
recorded during the cost of outage window when calculated
as a percentage against the comparison window. This can be
used as a measure of demand for a service after an outage has
occurred, i.e., a service usage overshoot. In addition, the cost
of outage engine can compute a percentage minimum usage
as the minimum units of usage recorded during a cost of
outage window, computed in one embodiment as a percent
age based upon the previous service usage in the comparison
window. This computed comparison can be used as a measure
of how complete the service outage was. These two computed
values are illustrated on the usage data shown in FIG. 19.
0112 Aprimary purpose of comparing the service usage
data in the cost of outage window is to determine the effect of
the outage on overall service and users. Thus, returning to
FIG. 15B, the cost of outage engine compares the usage data

in the two windows to determine whether any loss of usage
occurred, step 120. This comparison is performed as the
difference over the cost of outage window compared the
comparison window. If the difference is zero or negligible, the
cost of outage engine determines that loss of service usage
occurred, and that the service made a full recovery, step 122.
Otherwise, the engine computes the loss of service, step 124.
0113. In addition, the cost of outage engine analyzes the
usage data at the instance at the end of the cost of outage
window to normal levels as represented in some embodi
ments by the levels depicted in the comparison window, step
126, and determines the difference, step 128. This difference
in actual and expected service usage at the end of the cost of
outage window, sometimes referred to herein as percentage
chum, is considered as a measurement of the long term effect
of this outage. For example, this computed difference may be
used as an indication of the loss of users to the service,

perhaps because of the increased difficulty in accessing the
service or lost opportunity. The units of usage in the percent
age chum is converted to a number of users by dividing the
usage units by a conversion factor representing a number of
usage units per user. This calculated number of users may
then be converted to cost by multiplying the number of users
by a factor representing a set cost per user.
0114. In order to make the loss of usage valuable as a tool
to compare various types of service outages, the loss of usage
and related computed values must be normalized against dif
ferent services. This is accomplished by applying a value of
usage weighting, where the value of usage represents, for
example, the monetary loss to an organization for not achiev
ing a given unit of usage. This may vary as a function of time,
the individual or group attempting that unit of usage, etc. The
cost of usage is computed, step 130, by multiplying the loss of
usage by a set value of usage represents the monetary cost of
the outage. Once the usage values are normalized, the cost of
outage engine can compare the costs of two or more outages,
for example, outages which may be overlapping, and priori
tize them based on cost.

0115 This aspect of the invention would be better under
stood by the application of this methodology to several
examples of service failure. In the first example, a momentary
(e.g., less than one minute) loss of service is detected for a
corporate email service. As shown in FIG. 20, the time to
recover defines and shortens the cost of outage window, and
there is a service overshoot as a result of the pent up demand
caused by a small time of outage. One can infer a stickiness
for different services in the likelihood of a user returning to
use the service after a service outage. Many factors effect the
Stickiness of a service, such as alternative options, importance
of service to user, etc. Ideally, from a service usage perspec
tive, a service overshoot should equal the loss of usage area,
meaning that effectively there was Zero loss in service usage
as a result of this Small service outage. There is no percentage
churn as the time to recover defines the cost of outage win
dow.

0116. In a second example, a corporate web service fails
for a medium period (e.g., less than three hours). As illus
trated in FIG. 21, the cost of outage engine finds a definite loss
in usage of the service, showing that any intended usage of the
service during the outage has not been carried forward to
when the service was restored. However the usage has recov
ered to show no overall percentage churn.
0117. In a third example, an e-commerce web service fails
for a relatively long period (e.g., one day). As illustrated in
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FIG. 22, the cost of outage engine finds effects of the outage
lasting beyond the cost of outage window, giving a percentage
churn value of approximately 50%.
0118. As described herein, the cost of an outage is thus
determined based on three basic factors—the type of service,
the length of the outage window, and the time the outage
occurred.

0119 The description turns now to techniques used by the
cost of outage engine for predicting the total cost of an outage
during the outage based on a given outage length. This cost
prediction may be used, among other things, to assess the
priority of allocating resources to fix this outage. In some
embodiments, the prediction of service outage cost is based
on the results of a combination of outage costing components.
Each costing component is a function that returns a cost when
given an outage length among other possible variables. Each
costing component model a particular way an outage can cost
money.

0120 In some embodiments, the costing components
include the following:
I0121 a component modeling service demand behavior
in relation to the length of service outage, covering the
short to medium term effects of a service outage and
derived from empirical observation, represented herein
as C.
0.122 a component modeling level of customer reten
tion in relation to the length of outage, represented
herein as C.;
0123 a component modeling penalty clauses in service

level agreements (C); and

0.124 a component modeling loss of trust in the service
or the company providing the service, based upon his
torical or empirical data, represented herein as C.
0125 Each costing component produces a monetary cost
using some or all of the following data: length of outage,
usage levels at time of outage, historical usage trends, and
empirical knowledge. The total monetary cost C is a Sum of
the component costs:
C(outage)=C(outage)+C.(outage)+C(outage)+C,

(outage)

0126 The Service Demand component embodies how the
length of outage affects the short to medium term usage of a
service. The two diagrams in FIGS. 23 and 24 illustrate the
anatomy of an outage. The measured usage during an outage
determines the severity of the outage. A complete outage
results in no measured usage. Usage measured during an
outage is treated as fulfilled demand, and the usage loss is
measured as the difference between expected or normal usage
as determined, for example, by service usage during a com
parison window, and the measured usage, as shown in FIG.
23. The service demand component aims to derive a cost for
all usage loss attributable to the given, current outage. The
loss of usage includes usage lost in the outage window as well
as predicted usage lost and regained during the recovery
period, as shown in FIG. 24.
0127. The costing engine computes the service demand
cost component using a Usage Loss Curve. For purposes of
this discussion, it should be understood that usage loss refers
to the absence of usage, either measured or projected, as
compared to usage measurements for a comparable period,
and total usage loss for an outage refers to the combined usage
loss from both the outage window and the recovery period.
0128. An example Usage Loss Curve is shown in FIG. 25.
The horizontal axis represents outage window length, that is,

the measured duration of the outage. The vertical axis repre
sents total usage loss as a percentage of usage loss in the
outage window. In FIG. 25, the vertical axis plots 100* (total
usage loss/usage loss in outage window). This allows the
predicted total usage loss for an outage in progress to be
derived from the measured loss in usage and the current
length of the outage. For this prediction the final outage
length is taken to be the current outage length. This method is
also used to predict the costs of an outage when the outage is
not expected to finish at the time the prediction is made.
Modeling Such a scenario relies on the assumption that level
of usage in the outage window will remain constant from the
last measured usage value to the projected end of the outage
window.

I0129. In the exemplary, typical service demand curve
shown in FIG. 25, the letters A-E on the length of outage axis
denote inflection points and are used to illustrate some of the
features of a Usage Loss curve. To point A, outage length is
Zero, and no outage has occurred. From points A-B-0%
usage loss—all usage missed during outage is regained post
outage. From points B-C 0-100% usage loss—outage
affected usage—some usage lost during outage is not recov
ered. From points C-D-100% usage loss—all usage missed
during outage is lost. From points D-E-100-200% usage
loss—all usage missed during outage is lost and outage
causes post usage to be affected.
0.130. During an outage, the costing engine estimates cost
of the outage using the service demand curve and the Usage
Loss curve. In some embodiments, the engine uses the fol
lowing formula:
C(Outage)=(usage lost in comparative usage window
up to time O)xF (O)x(cost unit multiplier),

0131 Wherein
0.132. O, is the length of the outage, which may be the
length of the outage to date or the length of the outage at Some
future point; and
I0133) F is the function represented by the Usage Loss
Curve.

I0134. Usage Loss Curves for service instances and types
may be derived from previous outage analyses. For each
previous outage of a service two variables are extracted: total
usage loss as a percentage of usage loss during the outage
window, and length of the outage window. Outage data from
a series of outages may be transformed into a Usage Loss
Curve using a local regression model Such as Lowess, as
described in W. S. Cleveland, Visual and Computational Con
siderations in Smoothing Scatterplots by Locally Weighted
Regression, Computer Science and Statistics: Eleventh
Annual Symposium on the Interface, pages 96-100. Institute
of Statistics, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, N.C.,
1978, which is incorporated herein by reference.
I0135) In some embodiments the transformation of outage
information into a Usage Loss Curve is improved by applying
usage patterns to the outages. These are used to better deter
mine the amount of usage lost. Usage patterns have two
components:

0.136 Method to identify pattern expressed as a set of
rules.

0.137 Method to calculate usage loss percentage, i.e.,
total usage lost as a percentage of the usage lost during
the outage, which is expressed as a equation.
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Both methods make use of the following set of functions and
values:

0.138 OW outage window length
I0139 Ts outage start
0140 T, outage end
0141 Cs. (T. T.)—the expect usage between
points T and T. based on comparative usage data
0.142 Ss. (T. T.)—the usage between points T
and T seen in the current usage data.
0143 A number of usage patterns are identified and
defined on the basis of observations of human interaction with

a service during the outage recovery period. These usage
patterns are described with reference to FIGS. 26-28. In other
embodiments patterns may be used that model the behavior of
Internet protocols and hardware during outages.
0144. A first such usage pattern, a blip outage, has the
characteristics of a short length outage, that usage lost during
outage is regained post outage, and that users are typically
unaware of the outage. An exemplary blip outage is a one
minute POP3 outage, in which emails not served during the
outage are served when the outage completes. FIG. 26 graphi
cally represents this usage pattern, in which overshoot usage
during recovery makes up for lost usage during the outage.
This pattern may be defined by the rule that greater than 75%
of the usage loss in the outage window is recovered within one
outage window past end of outage. The usage loss during this
usage pattern is Zero, and the identification rule for this usage
pattern is:
Sts.(T, T--OWI)-Cs (T, T--OWI)>0.75
ICusage(Ts, Te)-Susage(Ts, Te)

0145 A second usage pattern, a loss outage, has the char
acteristics of a medium length outage in which usage that
would have occurred during the outage period is not regained
when outage ends, and that users are aware of the outage. An
example of a loss outage is a one hour POP3 outage, during
which the telephone is used as an alternative to email during
outage period. The usage graph of a loss outage is shown in
FIG. 27, in which the usage loss during the outage exceeds the
usage gained during recovery. A loss usage may be defined as
one in which less than 25% of the usage loss during outage is
recovered within 3 outage windows past end of outage. The
identification rule for this usage pattern is:
014.6

The usage loss calculation is:

100SSAGE(TSTE+3*IOWI)-Cusace (TSTE+
3*IOWI) ICS act(TSTA)-Susage(TSTA)

0147 A third usage pattern, a Suppressant outage, has the
features of a long outage in which usage that would have
occurred during the outage period is not regained when the
outage ends, and usage does not return to pre-Outage levels
quickly after the outage, and in which a user's short term
confidence in the service is lost and alternatives are sought.
An example of a Suppressant outage is a one day POP3
outage, in which the telephone is used as an alternative to
email even when the outage ends. FIG. 28 graphs this usage
pattern, showing that, usage continues to be below normal
levels well after the outage has recovered. A Suppressant
outage may be characterized in that, for some value n, usage
levels in each of then Subsequent outage window lengths past
the end of the outage are less than 90% of then corresponding
comparison windows. A suitable value for n is 5.

0148 The identification rule for a Suppressant outage is:
0149 for allie 0, 1,..., n}, the following must hold true:
O150 The usage loss percentage calculation is:
100Cs. (TST+n IOWI)-SS (TST+
n|OWI) ICSAGE(TSTE)-SSAGE(TSTE)

0151. The level of customer retention component models
the cost of an outage in terms of the long term loss of cus
tomers. This relationship is be represented by a function that
linearly maps the percentage of existing customers lost to the
outage length, the mapping being based upon historical or
empirical data for the service or upon a relationship of num
ber of customers lost to measured usage loss amount:
C(outage)=(customer lost)x(cost per customer)

0152 The service level agreement penalty component
derives financial penalties based on the outage details. This
financial penalty could be fixed (SX per outage), time linear
(SX perminute of outage) or usage linear (SX per byte of usage
missed).
0153. While the invention has been described and illus
trated in connection with preferred embodiments, many
variations and modifications as will be evident to those skilled

in this art may be made without departing from the spirit and
Scope of the invention, and the invention is thus not to be
limited to the precise details of methodology or construction
set forth above as such variations and modification are

intended to be included within the scope of the invention.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for quantifying the effect of an outage in a
service over a first period of time, the method comprising:
measuring usage of the service over time;
defining a cost of outage time window comprising the first
time period and a second time period following the first
time period; and
computing a cost of outage as the difference between the
measured service usage during the cost of outage time
window with service usage measured during a compari
son window, the comparison window being Substan
tially equal in time to that of the cost of outage time
window and reflecting a similar period of service activ
ity as that of the cost of outage time window without
having a service outage.
2. The method of claim 1, comprising determining the
second period of time to be a time in which the measured
service usage returns to within a given percentage of a normal
Service usage.
3. The method of claim 1, comprising determining the
second period of time to be the shorter of (1) a time in which
the measured service usage returns to within a given percent
age of a normal service usage and (2) a maximum time period.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein computing the cost of
outage comprises computing the difference in units of service
uSage.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the service is a commu

nication service conveying a plurality of messages, the
method comprising computing the cost of outage in numbers
of messages conveyed.
6. The method of claim 4, wherein the service is a network

server providing data items in response to requests therefor,
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the method comprising computing the cost of outage in num
bers of requests received or data items provided by a server on
the network.

7. The method of claim 4, comprising converting the com
puted units of cost of service outage to a monetary value.
8. The method of claim 7, wherein converting the com
puted units of cost of service outage comprises multiplying
the units of cost of service outage by a first monetary value per
unit of usage.
9. The method of claim 1, comprising comparing the cost
of outage to a second cost of outage value for a different
service and prioritizing the outages based on the compared
COStS.

10. The method of claim 1, comprising computing the
difference between the monitored service usage following the
cost of outage time window and a normal service usage level
to thereby measure a long term effect of the service outage.
11. A method for quantifying the effect of an outage in a
service, the method comprising:
measuring usage amounts of the service during a period of
the service outage and a second period following the
service outage;
comparing the measured usage amounts to normal usage
amounts measured under similar service conditions for a

similar period of time where no service outage occurs;
and

determining a level of loss of service due to the service
outage based on the comparison.
12. The method of claim 11, comprising defining the sec
ond period as the shorter of a time period in which measured
service usage amounts return to within a given range of nor
mal usage amounts and a predefined maximum time period.
13. The method of claim 11, wherein measuring service
usage amounts comprises measuring service usage amounts
in terms of units of service usage.
14. The method of claim 13, wherein the service is a com

munication service conveying a plurality of messages, com
prising measuring service usage amounts in terms of number
of messages conveyed by the system.
15. The method of claim 13, wherein the service is a net

work server providing data items in response to requests
therefor, comprising measuring service usage amounts in
terms of numbers of requests received or data items provided
by a server on the network.
16. The method of claim 11, wherein determining the level
of service loss comprises determining that Substantially no
loss of service occurred due to the outage based on the mea
Sured service usage amounts and normal service usage
amounts being Substantially equal.
17. The method of claim 11, comprising:
measuring service usage amounts during a third period
following the second period;
comparing the measured third period service usage
amounts to normal usage amounts measured under simi
lar service conditions for a similar period of time; and
determining a long term effect on the service due to the
service outage based on the comparison.
18. A computer readable medium storing program code
which, when executed, causes a computer to perform a
method for quantifying the effect of an outage in a service
over a first period of time, the method comprising:
measuring service usage over time;
defining a cost of outage time window comprising the first
time period and a second time period; and

computing a cost of outage as the difference between the
measured level of service usage during the cost of outage
time window with a level of usage in a comparison
window, the comparison window being Substantially
equal in time to the cost of outage time window and
reflecting a similar period of service activity as the cost
of outage time window without having a service outage.
19. A method for predicting a cost of an outage of a service,
the method comprising:
measuring time duration for and service usage during the
Outage;

comparing the measured usage amounts to normal usage
amounts measured under similar service conditions for a

similar period of time where no service outage occurs, to
thereby determine a usage loss amount; and
computing a predicted cost of the outage based at least
upon a cost component, the cost component comprising
a function of the measured time of the outage and mea
Sured usage loss amount.
20. The method of claim 19, comprising measuring service
usage on an ongoing basis and detecting the onset of the
service outage using the measured service usage.
21. The method of claim 20, wherein detecting the onset of
the service outage comprises detecting a step change in Ser
Vice usage.
22. The method of claim 19, comprising monitoring qual
ity of the service and detecting the onset of a service outage
based upon the service quality.
23. The method of claim 22, wherein monitoring service
quality comprises monitoring service quality through peri
odic polling of the service quality, and wherein detecting the
onset of a service outage comprises detecting the outage onset
as bounded by a polled point of a first, working State and a
polled point of a second, non-working state.
24. The method of claim 19, wherein computing the pre
dicted cost of the outage comprises using a service demand
cost component representing an affect on service usage based
upon the duration of an outage.
25. The method of claim 24, wherein using the service
demand cost component comprises multiplying the measured
usage loss by a usage loss curve which is a function of time
duration of an outage and represents a predicted percentage
usage due to an outage based on time duration of the outage.
26. The method of claim 25, comprising generating the
usage loss curve using historical data derived from prior
service outages.
27. The method of claim 19, wherein computing the pre
dicted cost of the outage comprises using a customer reten
tion cost component representing a number or percentage of
customers lost due to the outage.
28. The method of claim 19, wherein computing the pre
dicted cost of the outage comprises using an agreement pen
alty component representing penalties arising under one or
more service agreements due to a service outage.
29. The method of claim 19, wherein computing the pre
dicted cost of the outage comprises computing the cost in
units of service usage.
30. The method of claim 29, comprising converting the
computed units of predicted cost to a monetary value by
multiplying the units of predicted cost by a first monetary
value per unit of usage.
31. The method of claim 19, comprising comparing the
predicted cost of service outage to a second predicted cost of
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outage value for a different service and prioritizing the out
ages based on the compared costs.
32. A network monitoring system comprising:
a usage meter for measuring usage of a service on the
network;

an event detector for detecting network events and times at
which the network events occur;

a probable cause engine, coupled to receive data from the
usage meter and the event detector, for determining
which of the network events detected by the event detec
tor is the most likely cause of a service outage based at
least in part of the relations of the detected network event
times to a service change time window, the service
change time window encompassing at least part of an
occurrence of the service outage in the network; and
a costing engine, coupled to receive data from the usage
meter, for predicting the cost of the service outage.
33. Computer readable media comprising program code
that, when executed by a programmable microprocessor,
causes the programmable microprocessor to execute a
method for quantifying the effect of an outage in a service, the
method comprising:
measuring usage amount of the service during a period of
the service outage and a second period following the
service outage;
comparing the measured usage amounts to normal usage
amounts measured under similar service conditions for a

similar period of time where no service outage occurs;
and

determining a level of loss of service due to the service
outage based on the comparison.
34. The computer readable media of claim 33 comprising
program code that, when executed by a programmable micro
processor, causes the programmable microprocessor to
execute a method for quantifying the effect of an outage in a
service, the method comprising defining the second period as
the shorter of a time period in which measured service usage
amounts return to within a given range of normal usage
amounts and a predefined maximum time period.
35. The computer readable media of claim 33 comprising
program code that, when executed by a programmable micro
processor, causes the programmable microprocessor to
execute a method for quantifying the effect of an outage in a
service, wherein measuring service usage amounts comprises
measuring service usage amounts in terms of units of service
uSage.

36. The computer readable media of claim 35 comprising
program code that, when executed by a programmable micro
processor, causes the programmable microprocessor to
execute a method for quantifying the effect of an outage in a

service, wherein the service is a communications service

conveying a plurality of messages, comprising measuring
service usage amounts in terms of number of messages con
veyed by the system.
37. The computer readable media of claim 35 comprising
program code that, when executed by a programmable micro
processor, causes the programmable microprocessor to
execute a method for quantifying the effect of an outage in a
service, wherein the service is a network server providing
data items in response to requests therefore, comprising mea
Suring service usage amounts in terms of number of requests
received or data items provided by a server on the network.
38. The computer readable media of claim 33 comprising
program code that, when executed by a programmable micro
processor, causes the programmable microprocessor to
execute a method for quantifying the effect of an outage in a
service, wherein determining the level of service loss com
prises determining that Substantially no loss of service
occurred due to the outage based on the measured service
usage amounts and normal service usage amounts being Sub
stantially equal.
39. The computer readable media of claim 33 comprising
program code that, when executed by a programmable micro
processor, causes the programmable microprocessor to
execute a method for quantifying the effect of an outage in a
service, the method comprising:
measuring service usage amounts during a third period
following the second period;
comparing the measured third period service usage
amounts to normal usage amounts measured under simi
lar conditions for a similar period of time; and
determining a long term effect on the service due to the
service outage based on the comparison.
40. Computer readable media comprising program code
that, when executed by a programmable microprocessor,
causes the programmable microprocessor to execute a
method for predicting a cost of an outage of a service, the
method comprising:
measuring time duration for and service usage during the
Outage;

comparing the measured usage amounts to normal usage
amounts measured under similar service conditions for S

similar period of time where no service outage occurs, to
thereby determine a usage loss amount; and
computing a predicted cost of the outage based at least
upon a cost component. the cost component comprising
a function of the measured time of the outage and mea
Sured usage loss amount.
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